
Genealogical Proof Standard Element #5: Writing your Conclusion

WORKSHOP MOMENT #1:  
! Pick up a copy of “Too Many Marys” and the worksheet

! Retrieve a NGSQ issue from the library

! Select an NGSQ article for your working model for the class 

WORKSHOP MOMENT #2: 
! What is the research question of “Too Many Mary’s”?

WORKSHOP MOMENT #3:  
! Read the first 10 sources.  Are the sources original, derivative or authored works?  
! Give examples, if found.

Look at the information used from the source.  Is the information primary, secondary or 
undetermined?  

! Give examples, if found.

WORKSHOP MOMENT #4: 
Is there evidence of analysis and correlation? What and where?

Did the author resolve any conflicting evidence? Where did you find them/it?

Did the author write up her conclusion?

What can you now say about the quality of the work done by the author?

WORKSHOP MOMENT #5: 
What is the research question of your NGSQ article?
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WORKSHOP MOMENT #6: 
Read the first 10 sources.

Are the sources original, derivative or authored works?  Give examples of each.

Look at the information used from within the source.   Is the information primary, 
secondary or undetermined?  

Give examples, if found.

WORKSHOP MOMENT #7: 
Is there evidence of analysis and correlation? Where?

Did the author resolve conflicting evidence? Where?

Did the author write up his/her conclusion?

What can you now say about the quality of the work done by the author?

WORKSHOP MOMENT #8: 
Probably you are not related to any of the people in the article, but what did you learn 
from reading your article?

WORKSHOP MOMENT #9: 
You have the following sources for a birth date and the following information:  

High school school record:     December 1897
1900 census:                          December 1899
WWI draft registration:           15 December 1896

In this case the dates are in conflict, where would you put your source/information 
analysis?

In the narrative
In a separate footnote
Let the citation speak for itself
Not address it at all

Why?
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